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CROSS-PLATFORM
CONSUMPTION:
A REALITY.

The consumption of television and video products is on the rise
throughout the world. PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) estimates
total worldwide entertainment and media (E&M) revenues at USD
$2.2trln this year (2019) projecting to $2.4trln in 2022, a 3%
compound annual growth rate, faster than that of all but a very few
of the world’s economies. Excluding access (such as broadband),
the respective amounts are $1.5trln and $1.7trln, for a slightly higher
CAGR. At around 3% of GDP (including access) and 2% (excluding
access) this year, E&M by either definition is among the world’s ten
largest industries.
Broadband use is projected to grow at 26% CAGR, from 580,000bln
MB this year to 1,150,000bln MB in 2022. Next year mobile
broadband use, growing at 33%, will for the first time exceed that of
fixed broadband, which grows at 19%. The increase in broadband
penetration and use, and growth in smartphone and tablet
penetration, is directly related to strong development of the OverThe-Top (OTT) market, the delivery of videos over the Internet
without the need to subscribe to pay-TV services. Digital TV
Research estimates global OTT revenues at USD $69bln in 2018 and
projects to $129bln in 2023, a 13% CAGR.
TV is no longer consumed only on sets with over-the-air reception
or pay-TV. Indeed, in most countries that undergo transition from
analogue to digital terrestrial broadcasting followed by analogue
switch-off, pay-TV penetration drops steadily, and particularly
steeply in less developed economies which offer the most upside
potential. Pay-TV is being replaced with terrestrial (now digital,
offering a perfect picture)—and streaming.
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Furthermore, while in the higher-income countries the trend is, for
now, away from advertising-supported OTT/VOD (SVOD) towards
the subscription-based model (AVOD), in lower-income countries
the trend is very much the opposite: towards very inexpensive or
free content (albeit with advertising) on very inexpensive mobile
broadband. The move to AVOD is likely to dominate globally with
deployment of the much faster 5G mobile networks in the next few
years, the unsustainability of Netflix in its current SVOD model as
the financial markets increasingly treat it as a mature company
expected to turn a profit instead of its current huge losses, and the
worldwide expansion ambitions of SVOD leader Hulu.
These dramatic changes in consumption require commensurate
advances in measuring, understanding and analysing this behaviour.
Most large content providers and advertisers have already seen the
need to innovate for the digital era. One of the fastest-growing
segments of the industry is the process of measuring the
consumption of TV and advertising content. New and everdiversified TV and video platforms bring more complex processes
for broadcasters and advertisers to obtain relevant data about their
audiences and performance of their media campaigns.
That’s why eCGlobal Research Solutions, a market research
company for more than 15 years, and a specialist in consumer
intelligence, in partnership with Immetrica, a specialist in the
engineering of audience measurement systems, have put together
their expertise to offer to the market an innovative solution capable
of measuring the consumption of cross-platform media content.
Alldience, an app and backend processing system developed in this
partnership, shows a high ability to measure multiplatform content
consumption, going well beyond the product on the market today.
A pilot study, conducted between September 2018 and February
2019, revealed to us, among other findings, that the ability to
measure media consumption through a mobile application installed
on viewers’ smartphones offers very reliable data, which resembles
conventional measurement results—but measures so much more.
The results of this study are here in this eBook with a brief reflection
on the reasons that led us to the creation of Alldience.
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As electronic media evolved, so did measurement of their use and its importance to
decision-making processes of companies in the industry, advertisers and agencies.
A timeline helps to understand the influence of the media in purchasing decisions.
The first electronic medium was radio. From its emergence in the 1920s and
commercialisation in the 1930s, it became a medium of choice in selling initially to
the select audience of early adopters, and then to the general public. The influence of
radio was decisive in all fields, be it social, political, economic, religious, cultural and
educational, soon becoming as powerful as that of the newspapers.

Initially, television was not universally accessible: the receivers were
expensive. Until the late 1950s television was second to radio as an
entertainment medium; outside North America, few countries had
advertising. From the 1960s, with the arrival of colour and remote
control, advertisers started to explore what today is still one of their
main vehicles; radio yielded its leading entertainment role, remaining
popular for music, news, and, thanks to the transistor, out-of-home
use. The companies providing currency ratings services mostly started
in radio during the same time, and gradually shifted to television as it
displaced radio use, usually leaving radio to other companies. The first
to use passive measurement was Nielsen, with the radio Audimeter in
1935 and the TV version (an early set meter) in 1950.
In the mid-1970s, cable television was introduced in several countries.
Cable systems of that time had the capacity for only several dozen
channels, but posed a problem for the ratings currency providers
because some of these channels’ audiences were too small to be
meaningfully measured by their small samples—which, owing to the
providers’ high costs, could not be increased without undermining the
financial model of a syndicated ratings service. The same problem, and
technology insufficient to detect the vast variety of VCR prerecorded
content, rendered that new technology invisible to the currency
providers as well. For the first time, their services were not
comprehensive, and the missing share of viewing, initially tiny, was
growing rapidly.
The 1980s brought large-scale rebuilds of cable systems that rapidly
increased the number of channels into the hundreds in many countries,
and vertical integration practices by broadcasters and cable MSOs that
encouraged the carriage of their channels for business reasons rather
than subscriber demand. This further increased the counts of channels
that could not be measured without sample increases.
A further breakthrough came when the NBC series St. Elsewhere (which
ran 1982–1988 in the US) was rescued from cancellation by being the
first to be sold on its viewers’ demographics (young urban professionals
—yuppies) rather than its lacklustre overall audience size. Income,
education and occupation were not available for Nielsen’s TV samples
and had to be obtained from other surveys. Nielsen’s national sample
did replace the combination of set meters and unreliable printed diaries
for individual measurement with people meters in 1987–1988, which
required every household member to check in and out of viewing and
to confirm ongoing viewing every 49 minutes. The ability to “cheat”
these requirements part of the time—the fact that it is not passive with
respect to its data on individual viewing, now much more important
than the passively obtained household data—remains an ongoing
weakness of the people meter, still the mainstay of currency providers.
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The Internet was opened to the wide public in the mid-1980s. Its “killer
application” (other than email), the World-Wide Web, arrived in the first half
of the 1990s. It was almost immediately used for advertising but for years its
ad-carrying capacity remained low and the costs extremely high. Highspeed (better than dialup) Internet connectivity reached most areas in the
form of DSL in the late 1990s, leading promptly to the start of Netflix in
1997; cable broadband emerged in the first half of the next decade. The first
smartphone (the iPhone) was introduced in 2007 with tablets following;
mobile phones used for voice and text were replaced by smartphones with
Internet access from almost anywhere, and this strong growth continues in
much of the world. The first DVR (the original TiVo model) went on sale in
1999 and the technology spread rapidly over the next few years, making
timeshifting of television programming easy enough for most users—as it
was not on VCRs. Cable operators’ VOD systems serve the same purpose
starting in the second half of the 2000s. These technologies pose a need
for measurement of timeshifted viewing, which is belatedly accommodated
by most ratings currency providers, and measurement of content never
transmitted on realtime channels, which is not.
The media industry was rewarded by daring tech startups and early
adopters; the audience measurement industry focused on the Web and, in
the current decade, social media, leaving an increasing percentage of video
consumption unmeasured. Although measurement of online use is highly
problematic, with inadequate measures and transparency, errors in
measurement systems, a lack of balance on many sites between
moderately priced but mostly ignored banner and sidebar ads and clickthroughs at exorbitant CPMs, and poor targeting despite these very high
prices, it attracted sufficient spend (equalling that on TV in the US in 2017)
to train advertisers to expect the ability to target and buy, across multiple
resources, exactly the audience segments they want. Soon, they started
clamouring for the same capability in TV, and measurement firms delivered
systems that permit that—usually, however, without real audience
measurement data. Thus, paradoxically, programmatic markets for
advertising placement served addressable ads, for which there was some
information from the set-top box (STB) or smart TV, before ordinary channel
which still today carry the bulk of TV advertising
The Internet also brought e-commerce in competition with bricks-andmortar retail. There, marketing in media is decisive, replacing footfall or
point-of-sale engagement. Social networks increasingly monetised the
brand-consumer connection, with some of the largest players also seeking
to transform their services into digital media platforms (including video)
increasingly used by e-commerce vendors and other advertisers. Marketing
now is assumed to require online and social-media presence.
Data connections have steadily become faster (and continue to do so) and
have served more purposes. Smartphone and tablet applications enabled
mobile and personal access to user-collected and streaming music,
photography, the Web, and increasingly video and television. They did not
stop there. The demand for realtime information has resulted in an
omnichannel integration of channels (TV, Internet, smartphone, tablet,
notebook). What is not seen, is not remembered—the new principle for
media strategies, highlighting the importance of integrated
communication, multiplicity of access cross-platform and proximity to
brands, adapting to the customer’s liberated convenience.
The new technology greatly affects the consumer decision process. The
variety and the ease of product and price comparison, the ability to refer to
experiences of other people known and unknown, and dramatically
evolving consumption habits (such as showrooming or even complete
deprecation of bricks-and-mortar stores in favour of Internet-order fast
delivery), govern the moment of choice. They define the consumer’s
agency in his own purchasing strategy: the consumer no longer simply
buys the products—he is now much more empowered to do so according
to his own criteria. Our research efforts focus on him.
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